
2020 BREAKING PARKINSON’S
GOLF OUTING

FACE MASKS
The Michael J. Fox Foundation will provide face masks should golfers feel inclined to use them.

TEE TIMES
Winged Foot Golf Club will be introducing tee times for the 2020 golf season. By using tee times, golfers can 
arrive separately, register at separate and distanced tables, and have access to the Clubhouse (depending on 
New York State guidance), all while maintaining safe and comfortable social distances.

SANITATION
The Club will be following strict safety guidelines as it relates to the overall sanitation of the facility, food 
handling and employee health. Every Monday morning, the Clubhouse will be completely sanitized, pull carts 
will be wiped down, employee temperatures will have been taken, and protective equipment for the staff will 
be in place.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Guests and staff must practice social distancing. During golf outings, the Club will offer a staggered 
registration process, alternate assignment of locker room floors (upper and lower), and allow guests to enjoy 
any numbers of sitting areas that will be configured to accommodate proper table spacing. If permitted, 
caddies will be used to act as forecaddies — staying ahead of the groups, assisting with locating balls and 
raking bunkers. Pull carts will be available for all golfers.

SAFE FOOD HANDLING
The culinary team will provide a “boxed” breakfast and lunch, excellent snacks, and bar beverage service — all 
of it done to Winged Foot style. They will be utilizing their outdoor space to accommodate golfers.

After consultation with our Event Co-chairs, and relying on guidance from national and local health 
organizations, the Foundation has decided to move forward with the Breaking Parkinson’s golf outing. And 
we take seriously our obligation to your health. The below precautions and changes to the event are being 
put in place for this reason. The Michael J. Fox Foundation will continue to closely monitor and respond to 
the COVID-19 situation as it evolves, and we’ll be in touch as the event approaches. Our sincere thanks for 
your continued commitment to helping speed a cure for Parkinson’s disease.

COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS

+  All prep cooks and chefs are required to 
follow all DOH/ servsafe code.

+  All prep cooks and chefs must wash their 
hands using appropriate soap for 40 
seconds prior to starting any task.

+  Outing guests will have the option of several 
prepackaged meal options.

+  Staff is required to wear masks and use single 
use gloves for all tasks. Gloves must be 
changed after each task.

+  All food will be served in recyclable single-use 
containers.

+  All condiments and snacks will be single use, 
including ketchup, mustard, mayonnaise and 
potato chips.


